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This document is based on the “History of Auroville’s Planning & Development” compiled by the
same  editor.  Readers  who  want  to  know  more  on  the  points  stated  below  need  to  read  this
“History”.

 Roger Anger accepted Mother’s offer to build Auroville in March 1965. He started conceiving
his ‘Galaxy’ concept late August 1967 and presented it to her late January 1968. He visited her
once in 1965 (September), twice in 1966 and twice in 1967 (January & August). The average
duration of these 5 visits was less than 3 weeks. (= together less than 15 weeks during a 2 year
period).

Yet, some years ago, an Aurovilian wrote in a SAIIER publication that, from 1965 onwards
Roger spent 6 months a year in Pondicherry and was meeting Mother every day. It would
mean that he would have spent (3 x 52/2 =) 78 weeks in Pondicherry during 3 years.

It  is  also only from 1969 onwards  that  Roger  visited Mother  every day,  at  times.  He
remembered having been earlier too shy to meet her that often. When I told this Aurovilian,
how mistaken she was, her response was:  “But, it is the impression I was given”. Indeed, many
Aurovilians were (and still are?) also under such a wrong impression.

 The ‘Galaxy’ concept was conceived in France by Roger and some of his collaborators between
August 1967 and February 1968, without any oral and/or written interaction with Mother.

Yet some people affirm that Mother conceived the ‘Galaxy’ concept – and some Aurovilians
in need of a visa recommendation were even asked, for a while, to sign this false statement.

 In January 1967, the Banyan tree became the centre of the future town. As it was much closer to
2 villages than expected, the town’s radius had to be reduced from 1.5km to 1.25km so that it
doesn’t overlap these 2 villages. The town’s average density was thus increased by 43.6%. This
resulted  in  its  conception  having  to  be  entirely  restudied  in  Paris  without  interaction  with
Mother.

Yet some people affirm that it was the outcome of 3 years of close interaction with Mother.

 Roger presented his ‘Galaxy’ model to Mother only a few days prior to Auroville’s Dedication
Ceremony (28.2.1968).  Mother’s options were either to let  it  be (which is  what she did) or
display on that day an earlier  model (which would have overlapped 2 neighbouring villages
because of their 1.5km radius). Her only known comment on it was shared by Roger: “It is a
nebulous movement which exists already … in the cosmos.” This comment is neither positive,
nor negative; it is simply descriptive, whereas her hand-written comment on the ‘Nebula’ model
was very positive. Mother applied also her signature on this ‘Galaxy’ model to signify her “go
ahead”.  Some people  have  convinced  themselves  that  her  blessings  mean  certain  success  –
though Mother said that her  blessings are very dangerous because what she blesses may very
well end up in failure…

Yet, some people are trying very hard to impose Roger’s ‘Galaxy’ concept/model as a dogma
(that is, something beyond any discussion, as is obviously the case for Auroville’s Charter) –
even though there is nothing to support this assertion.

 Roger conceived the ‘Galaxy’ as a truly beautiful city-sculpture, without taking into account any
of  the  site’s  features (contours,  drainage,  soil  quality,  existing  villages  and other  buildings,
vegetation to be preserved, land ownership, etc.). When he conceived it, it was due to the fact
that he didn’t have any map of these features. Though Roger lived another 40 years, he never
adapted his plans to the evolving reality of the site. He didn’t even modify them when, in 1971,
the entire concept had to be rotated by 50°. In fact,  he kept improving the plans of his ideal
town, without ever taking into account any of the site’s features. He purposely ignored totally all
constraints.
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Yet some people affirm that, already initially, Roger took into account some of these features.

 Roger felt strongly that he was not the creator of this concept; that he had been divinely inspired
in manifesting it in plans and a model. He was also convinced that, thanks to its outer shape, this
‘Galaxy’  would  make  possible  the  realisation  of  Auroville’s  ideals.  Personally,  I  am  not
doubting that this is how he felt. But, if such was indeed the case, one would expect Mother to
have shared this  perception with Satprem and/or some other disciple(s).  No such record has
come to light….

 For  any Master  Plan  to  be  legally  valid  and  hence  enforceable  on  all  parties,  it  has  to  be
approved by the relevant State authority (in this case Tamil Nadu’s). This authority would hear
the  demands  of  other  parties  in  the  affected  area,  evaluate  them  and,  possibly,  modify
Auroville’s suggestions…

The ‘Galaxy” concept has never been approved by Tamil Nadu’s relevant authority. It is very
unlikely that it could be approved in its present state. In particular because it would require:
1)  destroying part  of  the  village  of  Kottakarai  to  allow Auroville’s  Outer  Ring Road go
through it and 2) destroying its extension (Bharatipuram) which developed deep into AV’s
urban area.

 Regarding the road network of the ‘Galaxy’ concept:   On 23.6.1965, Mother told Satprem that
Auroville’s road network won’t be based on her symbol. Yet, it is likely that, in January 1968,
Roger presented her a plan of it which shows it based on Mother’s symbol, but whose radials
were curved to follow the general movement of this concept. BUT, early 1969, in the first Town
Plan prepared by Roger’s team (and submitted by Mother to the Ford Foundation), it had only 4
outer radials – instead of 12. This remained the case during the 5 remaining years of Mother’s
life (and was only modified by Roger in 1988). Later, Roger removed the smallest of the 3 ring
roads and the four inner radials. He also interrupted two of the 12 outer radials (one for the
Stadium and one for the Visitors’ Centre). It is also very likely that the Outer Ring Road will be
far from being a perfect circle – if it does exist in the Kottakarai area.

Yet, some people want us to believe that Auroville’s roads was a topic discussed with Mother
and that she had decided that there would be 12 outer radials and that the Crown Road would
be a perfect circle. This is very bad because their intention seems to be to demolish at the
earliest all buildings located on these would-be 12 outer radials…

 Sri Aurobindo wrote that the reason why the Ashram had developed so well was because there
was never any preconceived mental plan. Mother spoke on the same line about the Ashram and
the Centre of Education. When one dares to say that the ‘Galaxy’ doesn’t seem to be the solution
for  Auroville  (at  least  in  the  present  circumstances),  one  is  told  to  propose  an  alternative
concept/model… But, any fixed/rigid plan/concept, fossilising things, is what has to be avoided.

On 23.6.1965, when Mother drew in front of Satprem a sketch of her plan of Auroville and
described  it  to  him,  she  said:  “  As  regards  the  construction,  it  will  depend  on  Roger’s  
plasticity…  ”   On 14.3.1951, she had explained to her class what she means by “plasticity”:

“That which can easily change its form is “plastic”. Figuratively, it is suppleness, a
capacity of adaptation to circumstances and necessities. When I ask you to be plastic in
relation to the Divine, I mean not to resist the Divine with the rigidity of preconceived
ideas and fixed principles.”

On 18.8.1969, in answer to a well-wisher who had been asked to raise funds for Auroville
and was asking for things such as detailed development plans, Mother answered him in her
hand:

“  All these questions prove that you expect Auroville to be a continuation of all that has  
been done up to now.

Auroville wants to be a new creation expressing a new consciousness in a new way
and according to new methods.  ”  
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Trying to frame things in some rigid framework is how, all over the world, governments and
large organisations operate. This is not the way Auroville will be able to flourish and it is
why Mother didn’t want any government or institution to manage it.

 In 1965, on his 42nd birthday, Roger accepted Mother’s offer to build her new town.

In 1972, when he was 49 and was still interacting with Mother, he said in an April 1972 video
interview: “this city will not be constructed first and then occupied but it will be the inhabitants who will
define by their living experience the needs of the city.”  In another video interview (around 1973 New
Year)  he said:  “If  the  people  who come for  this  profession  of  faith  are  not  able  to  build  their  own
environment it would mean that Auroville is a failure. It  is essential that it is being built  at the level of
individual  experience.  […]  Here … people  live  the experience and it  is  from this  experience that  the
environment is created.”

Yet, on 17.1.2006, when he was almost 83 and had become very frustrated by the fact that,
though 38 years had already gone by, his “ideal town” had hardly started to manifest, Roger
wrote  to  Dr.  Karan  Singh,  the  then  chairman  of  the  Governing  Board  of  the  Auroville
Foundation 

“For the township to be built within a time frame in accordance with the concept approved by the
Mother and the already approved master plan, a team of people needs to be formed who have the
mandate to make the Auroville Township a reality.

For an effective realisation of the township, I suggest therefore that the Governing Board appoints a
special body which may be called the  Auroville Township Development Council and that this body is
fully empowered to plan, develop and build the township under my overall supervision and guidance.”

Roger passed away exactly 2 years later. We do not know whether he suggested who should
succeed him.

 Regarding the timeframe just mentioned by Roger. It is a fact that, during the late 1960’s, when
Mother was speaking of a very ideal Auroville, she said that it would be built within 20 years, or
even  less.  It  is  also  a  fact  that  during  the  later  years  of  her  life,  being  fully  aware  that
circumstances  were not  at  all  as  ideal  as  earlier  hoped,  she was keener  on quality  than  on
numbers (as she had been for the Ashram and the Centre of Education). For example:

1971.06.09: After meeting with Mother, Shyam Sunder noted:
“Mother said that in Auroville she did not want number but quality. Twelve good men 
would be better than hundreds of stupid persons.”

1972.10.1: After meeting with Mother, Shyam Sunder noted down her words:
“In Auroville I do not want many men. I want some people, but true people.”

1973.1.8: After meeting Mother and informing her that some newcomers were not abiding to
the commitment they had made, Shyam Sunder noted down her words:

“There is no need to build another ordinary city in Auroville; already there are so
many. If people are like that, it will become an ordinary city and our money and efforts
will be wasted.”

Yet, the intention of the present Governing Board, seems to be to build fast, what can only be
“another ordinary city” – which would result in “our money and efforts [being] wasted.”

 Roger understood that his assigned task was CONCEIVING   an ideal town, a “  manifestation of  
perfection  ”   (which he did and kept improving while ignoring all constraints). In my humble
personal view, Roger’s task was in fact BUILDING   a “  field of growth  ”  , a laboratory where to
study, research and experiment how best to transform oneself and one’s environment (social
and physical) while being extremely plastic in this endeavour. I am saying this because, on
4.1.1934, in answer to a letter from a disciple about his Ashram, Sri Aurobindo wrote:
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“Which Sangha? I have never called this  Asram the Sangha.1 The Asram is a field of
growth, not a manifestation of perfection.”

In my view, this last point is at the core of the ongoing, long-standing, damaging controversy.

 In a televised interview sometime around New Year 1973, Roger said: “What is important is not
building  a  city  but  building  new men”.  A few months  later,  in  another  interview,  Satprem said
something very similar: “The point in not building a town, the point is building men, this something that
will make from us whole beings”.

Yet, 23 years later, in a 1996 interview with Luigi and Aryamani, Roger said:
“We did not come for anything else than building a city. And maybe I am reconnecting with the
destiny I had. She made me an architect, it is to give me the power to somewhere mobilise; it is
to build the city. She did not need a sadhu or a yogi for that. She needed an instrument who had
a particular professional competence, with a particular capacity of strength to mobilise behind.”

Our  individual  yoga  is  to  transform  ourselves.  Our  collective  yoga  is  to  transform  our
environment (social and physical) (and not simply build Roger’s ‘Galaxy’) so that it becomes
ever more favourable to our individual transformation (identifying with the Divine presence
within in order to become ONE in the Divine), which is the only transformation which can
achieve our aim of human unity. Building a new town is not our aim; it is a means to achieve
our aim. Roger’s task may not have been to transform himself (though I believe he did – like
everyone of us); it was to BUILD a “field of growth”.

As spiritual things move always from within to without, building a would-be more ideal
town without,  at the same time, transforming ourselves and our social environment would
result in another new town without any valuable substance. What for? There are already so
many…

*   *   *

1  In April 1920 (that is, prior to Mother’s final return and hence to the creation of Sri Aurobindo’s Ashram), Sri
Aurobindo wrote to his younger brother, Barin, that he intended to create a “Deva Sangha”.
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